My Dear aitam Students:

6th October, 2020

We are receiving many mails from the Students with the same draft regarding
Examinations. We in response to that we are giving the following information.
1) As per the instructions of the UGC / AICTE / affiliated University JNTUK, and State
Government we are required to complete the process of Examinations. We have
already conducted IV-II (2020 Pass Outs ) Examinations physically in the campus as
per the directions given by the University and also Regular & Supplementary
Examinations of Diploma are going on since 3 weeks.
2) You know that the State & Central Government conducted the Common Entrance tests
for various CETs like EAMCET, ICET, EDCET, JEE Mains, JEE Advanced and many
Government jobs purpose tests also.
3) As per the directions of the University we have released the Notifications for Regular &
Supply various B.Tech Examinations. We can understand the fear of the Students &
Parents but at the same time the process has to continue. However we are taking all
precautions regarding the prevention of spread of Carona virus like Sanitation of
Examination Halls, Carridors, Stair Cases, Toilets, Buses regularly and placing one
student per bench, Thermal Scanning, providing the sanitizer insisting mask etc., at the
same time you also expected to behave with a responsibility by wearing the mask, hand
sanitizer and physical distance in the campus.
4) In order to give the time for your preparation we are suspending the IV-I Classes and II
MBA classes from 19th October, 2020 as the examinations are scheduled from 27th &
26th respectively.
5) If any syllabus is incomplete, kindly contact your respective HOD, as per our
information, syllabus was completed for all the Years. And regarding hostels either we
are providing the hostel with a Social distancing or run the Extra buses from
Visakhapatnam, Vizianagaram, Parvathipuram, Ichapuram if necessary. For Other state
students and faraway students accommodation will be provided in Academic Blocks.
6) Hence you are all instructed to prepare for examinations along with the other students
with in the State and Other States without apprehensions by taking proper measures
like wearing Mask, Hand Sanitizer and maintaining Social Distance.

